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About This Game

Gladiator: Blades of Fury is a melee combat action fighting game set during the medieval period. Players can play as a gladiator
from four different clans, namely the Barbarians, the Assassins, the Knights, and the Dwarves. All heroes are unique and have

their own weapons, skills, and fighting styles.

Test your combat skills in the tournament mode and claim the ultimate price, to be crowned the champion gladiator. The
thrilling quick match mode allows you to play and practice a quick game to sharpen your skills. Explore different environments

while you learn the art of combat.

Features:
1. Players can choose up to 20 heroes with different fighting styles.

2. 4 Fighting clans, namely Barbarians, Assassins, Knights, and the Dwarves.
3. 7 Environments to choose from.

4. Realistic fighting experience with awesome graphics
5. 3 difficulty levels and 2 different play modes

5. Perform weapon combos, slow-motion moves to fight and win the tournament.
6. Multi-language support, English, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Japanese, Chinese, Russian and Dutch.

7. Tested successfully on Windows 7 & above.
8. Multiplayer support in the game.
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Title: Gladiator: Blades of Fury
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Publisher:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later required

Processor: Intel Core i3 515 7U

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB AMD or NVIDIA Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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I follwed this game since first version has been released on IOS device.
This Game is made me Happy everytime i played.
I Hope you will add more interesting function maybe Versus Online mode or Ranking.
Fine Don't Forget to follow my channel ! https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCObQHMmfkJbJaqcSuH-
dXFA?view_as=subscriber
I'll video about MUSYNX !. Relax game for reaction training.. Unsatisfying.. They pack is worth the money, I still don't like
zamesu's training lesson's, Since they are basicly combo lesson's rather than full on battling him in a survival against him.... Pros:
-The voice acting. It's bad but in an endearing way. Like there's a part where the monster is chasing you and it's supposed to be
growling-but honest to god it just sounds like a grown man meowing at you.
-Art is good
-backgrounds are intersting enough
-The plot is interesting enough to keep you entertained
-I actually liked the characters well enough

Cons:
-the end?? Like i have no idea if i got the wrong end or something but its pretty much just a cliff hanger that never gets
resolved. Who knows. Maybe he's planning a sequel or something
-So. Much. Walking. Abdulla, my guy, you do not need to use that many paths. Especially if you're going to have the player use
the entire map the whole game
-Some of the puzzles were infuriating
-I know everyone has mentioned this before but the writing on the ground is corny as hell

In conclusion: For a first game its pretty good. if you have four bucks to spare and enough energy to slog through the tedious
parts (*coughcough* walking *coughcough*), then go for it.. Really like this game. Feels a little like playing an episode of Deep
Space 9 in a way.

Took me a few play throughs to get the hang of it. Just expect to die until your 3rd or 4th playthrough unless you're smarter than
me, which is hardly a high hurdle.. This game is a godsend. I've played on another account before and decided to buy it again.
The perfect mix between Advance Wars and Fire Emblem. Makes me feel like Wargroove got its idea from this lol. But in all
seriousness, this is a fantastic Turn based strategy game.. Note to Linux users: This game works flawlessly with Proton 3.16-9
Beta.

This game is a vicious satire of the Loot Box issue told through the mechanics of an idle game. Things get a bit ridiculous and
slow towards the end (and unlike most idle games, it actually DOES have an end), but is all in the name of poking fun at the
kind of tactics used by game companies that deserve criticism.

It may not happen to you, but it did have me feeling guilty at the game development studio stage where I was putting
increasingly scummy microtransactions and loot boxes into my games. That did fade once things got ridiculous-enough. Still
works as a warning, though.

Well worth the A$1.50 for an afternoon's entertainment and clever commentary.
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I used to like it. It was fun to mess around and make little beats and stuff. However, I'd love an explanation as to why it's no
longer available for Mac. They literally rendered it useless for me. I purchased it several years ago and had to get a new hard
drive. When I went to reload Odesi, it won't let me because I'm on a Mac.

I wouldn't buy it considering you don't know if you'll be able to use it in the future. Absolute trash.. One of the best Amtrak
locos that DTG has done. New bell sound, opening nose door, new engine sounds. One of my favorite Amtrak locos. The horn
has been use on the P32AC-DM but still sounds good. With 4 scenarios for Miami to West Palm Beach, all below 50-30
minutes. Very nice loco all in all.. game is very easy if you can do slide puzzles, you will get all the rep you need by doing the
Goddes puzzles. Was ok as this type of dating sim goes. Althought the tag says nudity, whick there is none of. That might be a
user tag i guess.. Adding some new cars will be awesome!! I suggest Mercedes-Benz 190E, Mustang Shelby 09', Dodge Viper,
Nissan GT-R and Peel P50 (for the meme). A lower level Banished, would be good if there was an ability to add workshop
content.
This would be a good childrens game as it is not overly detailed.. It is a great game with a lot of opportunities. The game nicely
mixes mythology and history with simple but complicated farming adventure.

Anyone who plays the game should know that the game is still in early access. It will be developed well. And the bugs will surely
be fixed.. VINDICTA is a first person shooter with excellent locomotion, great cover-based shooting, and bright, clean graphics.
Check out the full review here:

https://youtu.be/l6xURiZWxYw. Repetitive, boring, incoherent game with lots of design flaws
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